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Designed for an introductory software engineering course or as a reference for programmers, this up to date text uses both theory and applications to design reliable, error-free software. Starting with an introduction to the various types of software, the book moves through life-cycle models, software specifications, testing techniques, computer-aided software engineering and writing effective source code. A chapter on applications covers software development techniques used in various applications including VisualBasic, Oracle, SQLServer, and CrystalReports. A CD-ROM with source code and third-party software engineering applications accompanies the book.    

       About the Author
   
B.B. Agarwal is an instructor at the College of Technology and has written numerous articles in international journals. S.P. Tayal is a software consultant and expert in VisualBasic.Net and C#. M. Gupta is a software engineer and consultant.
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Growing Your Own Fruit and Veg For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Save money and eat fresh with this hands-on guide to home-growing


	Growing you own produce is the only way to enjoy delicious, garden-fresh fruit and veg all year round. This practical manual gives you the lowdown on everything from finding the right tools and choosing which plants to grow, to nurturing your crops and...
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France and the World since 1870 (International Relations and the Great Powers)Arnold, 2001
Here, John Keiger examines the subtle forces that have shaped France's international relations, from material aspects such as geography, demography, and economics, to more abstract features of France's national identity such as the notion of state and the impulse to spread French culture. The
first study of its kind in English, the book is...
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Music Theory For Dummies, with Audio CD-ROMFor Dummies, 2007


	Welcome to Music Theory For Dummies!





	What do you think of when you hear the phrase music theory? Does the image

	of your elementary school music teacher scowling at you from behind the

	piano pop into your head? Or perhaps a later image of fellow college students

	in theory classes determinedly trying to notate...
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Engineering Mathematics 4th edn: A Foundation for Electronic, Electrical, Communications and Systems Engineers (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Popular electrical engineering maths textbook, packed full of relevant modern applications and a huge number of examples and exercises.
...
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Silverlight 4 in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	Silverlight in Action, Revised Edition is a fast-paced, comprehensive tutorial that guides the reader from creating "Hello World" to coding production-quality, data-driven rich internet applications with graphics, audio, and video content. Written for a developer who already knows how to code in C#, this fluff-free book...
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Behold a Pale HorseLight Technology Publications, 1991
Sometime ago I had the opportunity to meet William Cooper and his wife Annie. It was part of my job to verify whether this man did indeed speak the truth or was just another person seeking fame and fortune. What I found was a rugged, bulldog, driven individual who was kind, thoughtful and tenderhearted. He was truly concerned about you and your...
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